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Abstract

Agribusiness supply chains involve more sources of uncertainty than typical manufacturing supply chains due to attributes such as long supply lead-times, seasonality, and perishability. Therefore, it is critical but challenging to mitigate risks in agribusiness supply chains. However, the extant literature includes limited quantitative research on robust and resilient strategies for agribusiness supply chain risk management, particularly when perishability is explicitly modeled. In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of a mixed set of robust and resilient strategies for managing rare high-impact harvest time and yield disruptions. We develop a two-stage stochastic programming model, which integrates an exponential perishability function, to conduct our analysis. The model maximizes the expected profit by selecting optimal risk management strategies and making tactical supply chain planning decisions. The model is applied to a numerical case study of a real-world kiwifruit supply chain. The results suggest that a mixed combination of robust and resilient strategies are most effective for mitigating supply-side disruption risks. Furthermore, as perishability increases, risk management strategies provide a greater relative improvement in the expected profit.
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1. Introduction

During the past two decades, supply chain risk management has attracted considerable attention for several reasons [13]. First, globalization has increased the length and complexity of supply chains, and consequently their exposure and vulnerability to risks. Second, the lean management philosophy has been widely adopted in supply chains. It has made supply chains more vulnerable under adverse events due to the removal/reduction of redundancies. Finally, many supply chains have been severely disrupted by catastrophic events including the September 11 terrorist attacks in 2001 and the Fukushima nuclear disaster in Japan in 2011. As a result, more and more businesses have recognized the importance of supply chain risk management [40, 42, 13].
Risk management is especially important to agribusiness supply chains (ASCs) as they involve more sources of uncertainty in comparison with typical manufacturing supply chains. Agricultural products face inherent uncertainties in their biological production processes [11, 9]. Variable weather conditions, diseases, and pests all could significantly affect the timing, yield, and quality of a harvest. In addition, uncertainties may arise because of animal welfare legislation [30] and bio-security control for imports/exports. Further, agriculture products have particular attributes such as long supply lead-times, seasonality, and perishability. Long supply lead-times limit the possibility of a quick replacement in case of a shortage [32]. Perishability means ASCs are time-critical [24] and require advanced planning for harvesting, storage, and transportation. Seasonality results in unbalanced supply and demand cycles (i.e., the production is seasonal but the consumption is all year round). It also makes post-harvest management very demanding because of supply spikes and time pressures [2, 4, 44].

Broadly speaking, risk management strategies can be categorized as either robust or resilient. A robust supply chain is able to withstand disturbances, maintain its original structure, and stay functional in uncertainties; while a resilient supply chain can quickly return to its original state or move to a new and more desirable state after being disrupted [12, 41, 10, 29]. Two recent conceptual papers [22, 23] suggested that both robustness and resilience are essential capabilities for effective supply chain risk management. However, to our surprise, extant studies in ASC risk management have largely treated them separately. As an exception, [24] considered both robust and resilient strategies for a dairy supply chain and will be discussed in Section 2. However, they do not consider holding inventory, so perishability is not explicitly present in their model. However, they recognize that perishability is an important consideration for ASCs. In fact, generally, despite the importance of the concept, perishability has been underdeveloped in most relevant quantitative works.

To address the above-mentioned research gap, this research develops an optimization model to aid ASC planners to choose from a set of robust and resilient strategies with a realistic consideration of perishability. Our optimization method guarantees an optimal decision, which may be a robust strategy, a resilient strategy, or a combination of both. To achieve sufficient depth in the investigation, we focus on two important supply-side risks: harvest time disruption and yield disruption. A harvest time disruption results in a harvest delay that is much longer than usual. A yield disruption reduces the yield of a harvest to an extent that is much greater than business-as-usual variations. This research does not consider “business-as-usual” supply uncertainties which are relatively easy to manage. In addition, demand-side risks (e.g., price-uncertainty) are outside of the scope this study. Although price uncertainty is important under some other ASC problem settings, for the current setting involving a premium fresh produce supply chain, price is considered as a known input.
and no price promotion is proposed; hence, if the quality of product is reduced below the required level, products are disposed of. In addition, for premium produce, market capacities are often ahead of supply, which protects against downside demand risks.

This study is motivated by the supply disruption risks faced by Zespri, a leading kiwifruit exporter and brand based in New Zealand. In the early 2010s, the kiwifruit vine disease Psa-V destroyed almost all the gold Hort 16A kiwifruit variety in the country, which accounted for about 30 percent of export kiwifruit value [16]. We address the following research questions:

- Which robust/resilient strategies are effective for managing risks of harvest time and yield disruptions?
- How would the effectiveness of robust/resilient strategies vary for harvest time disruption and yield disruption?
- How does perishability impact on the effectiveness of these strategies?

We build a two-stage stochastic programming model to conduct an analysis for answering these questions. In the first stage, the optimization model selects risk management strategies from a set of robust/resilient strategies. In the second stage, the model makes sourcing, inventory, distribution, and sales decisions based on the actual realization of disruption scenarios. The model maximizes the expected profit while satisfying constraints in supply, demand, and transport capacities. Perishability is modeled through an exponential perishability function with quality barriers. We apply the model to Zespri’s kiwifruit supply chain to investigate the effectiveness of robust/resilient strategies under harvest time and yield disruptions. We provide answers to the research questions after extensive sensitivity analysis of perishability and the cost of implementing robust/resilient strategies. Although our findings are derived from a specific ASC, we expect them to be generally valid for typical ASCs under a similar setting.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature and highlights the research gap. Section 3 describes the ASC risk management problem, develops the model, and explains the solution approach. Section 4 applies the model to a numerical case study and presents results and managerial insights. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review

Extensive studies have been conducted on supply chain risk management [13]. However, relatively few works dealt with specific risks in ASCs. The risks that were dealt with in ASCs are predominantly high probability, business-as-usual uncertainties (with low impact) rather than rare (i.e., low probability), harsh (high impact) disruptions. On the demand side, risks related to selling price or
market capacity have received considerable attention ([27], [33], [15]). Uncertain arrival time of demand has also been investigated ([31]). On the supply side, risks are mostly referred to as uncertainties in yield quantity and supply spot price ([27], [6], [5], and [28]). A few other studies also considered production and transportation related failures and uncertainties in yield quality, harvest duration, and maturation time ([15], [39], [25], [8]). Despite their merits, all of the aforementioned studies addressed perishability superficially at best (and mostly not at all). Note that there is a fundamental difference between yield uncertainty and perishability. Yield uncertainty is realized at the end of harvesting and does not depend on the rest of the supply chain, whereas perishability occurs throughout the supply chain and is dependent on transport and storage conditions and lead-times.

From a modeling perspective, perishability is similar to product depreciation, which requires special considerations in supply chain planning, especially in inventory management [43]. Depreciation has three forms, namely physical degradation (e.g., in fruit, dairy), functional loss (e.g., in medicine), and value loss (e.g., in fashion and high-tech products whose sales prices decrease over time) [37]. Depreciation can happen under different patterns, e.g., lose all utility at a certain time, lose utility at a few discrete time intervals, lose utility gradually (continuous deterioration [20]), and continuous deterioration with rework/disposal time-intervals [37]. Depreciation is often modeled by a fraction formulation or an index transformation. The former applies an exponential shrinkage or loss of a certain fraction of inventory, either using a fixed ratio (e.g., $\pi$) or a time-dependent ratio (e.g., $\pi^t$) [38]. The latter often applies a life-time variable ($L$) to restrict the product’s life-time to avoid deterioration in the first place using a fixed or time-dependent index ($\pi_L, \pi^t_L$) [18].

Clearly, the wide range of approaches developed for modeling depreciation could be adapted to model perishability. However, the number of stochastic models that consider both perishability and disruption risk is very limited [37]. Those disruption risk studies that incorporated perishability used very basic approaches such as a newsvendor problem formulation (see [27]) or setting a maximal storage time (see [17]). Article [24] did consider time criticality caused by perishability; however, the paper did not consider inventory holding and related challenges. As an exception, [8] modeled perishability using an exponential decay cost. The study incorporated two shelf-life metrics, namely best-before-date and good-until-time, in a vegetable supply chain problem when the main transportation link is disrupted.

Given that perishability is a critical concern in ASC risk management, there is a clear need to consider a variety of more sophisticated perishability functions for developing more realistic quantitative models. Further, due to perishability, fresh products require special treatment in the design of supply chain strategies [3].

In terms of risk management strategies, a robust strategy has been the focus of most quantitative
works in ASC risk management, e.g., the use of multiple-sourcing ([26], [25], and [7]). In recent years, however, an increasing number of studies started to embrace a resilient strategy. For instance, [27] proposed the use of a backup supply after the realization of uncertainties in yield, yield dependent cost, and selling price. Article [17] analyzed the same backup supply strategy for a dairy supply chain under milk supply uncertainty. Article [8] suggested a resilient strategy to reroute fruit between two markets after a disruption.

Nevertheless, except [24], little modeling research has considered both robust and resilient strategies. This important work analyzed a robust strategy (multiple sourcing) and two resilient strategies (backup distribution center and expensive emergency transportation) for an Australian dairy supply chain. It focused on dynamic recovery policies under conditions of ripple effect from potential natural disasters in Australia. It employed an operative predictive control model and illustrated a number of risk management policies on a simulation-based example. These strategies are utilized by informing appropriate preventive or reactive adoption levels under disruptions. Although mixed robust and resilient risk management strategies are considered in [24], they do not consider holding inventory, so perishability is not explicitly present in their model.

To sum up, the scope of risk management studies is particularly limited in the context of ASCs, especially when appropriate measures for perishability are integrated for managing harsh rare disruptions. This limitation is a critical omission given the additional vulnerability of ASCs associated with their particular product characteristics and inherent uncertainties. Moreover, as supply chains operate under various types of uncertainties, it is necessary to consider a mixed set of robust and resilient strategies that are compatible with each type of risk. Further, there is an obvious lack of optimization research that considers both robust and resilient strategies for ASC risk management, particularly while explicitly including perishability. The following sections address this gap by developing an optimization model that integrates an exponential perishability function. The model is applied for analyzing a mixed set of robust/resilient strategies for managing supply-side harsh disruptions in an ASC.

3. Problem Definition and Model Formulation

In this section, we define the research problem and model assumptions in §3.1. §3.2 formulates the two-stage stochastic optimization model. §3.3 describes the solution procedure.

3.1. Problem Definition and Model Assumptions

The proposed research problem is a strategic-tactical planning problem in an ASC network. At a strategic level, decision makers need to select optimal risk management strategies from a mixed set
of robust/resilient strategies. As mentioned earlier, we focus on two types of supply-side disruption risks: harvest time disruption and yield disruption. Based on learnings from seasoned practitioners, we consider the following three strategies that are likely to be effective to mitigate risks of these two disruption types.

1. Backup supply (BU.Sup.) – this is a resilient strategy that provides flexibility to obtain supplies from one or more backup sources in the event of a harvest time or yield disruption. The backup sources are activated only in case of a supply disruption.

2. Moderating disruption probability (Mod.Pr.) – this is a robust strategy that moderates the probability of a disruption on a vulnerable supply chain node/arc. For example, an orchard could install high-tech planting and irrigation systems to reduce the chance of being disrupted by harsh weather [19].

3. Multiple suppliers (Mu.Sup.) – this is a robust strategy that mitigates disruption risk by sourcing from multiple suppliers, or by enlarging the supply base to include new suppliers. In case a supply node is disrupted, market demand could still at least be partially fulfilled by the remaining suppliers.

For comparison purposes, we also consider a risk acceptance strategy ($m_0$), which does not do anything to mitigate disruption risks and simply accepts the risk consequences.

Figure 1 presents tactical decision variables in a simplified multi-period multi-commodity ASC network. The two-echelon network consists of pairings of a supply location and a commodity (an aggregation of growers, pack-houses, and supply-side storage facilities for a given commodity) and pairings of a demand location and a commodity (an aggregation of markets and market-side storage facilities for a given commodity).

In Figure 1, $s_{ikt\omega m}$ denotes the supply variable for the commodity $k \in K$ at supply location $i \in I$ in period $t \in T$ under scenario $\omega \in \Omega$ and risk management strategy $m \in \theta$. Note that the supply
variable is dependent on the strategy selected; however, other supply chain variables are independent of strategy selected. These variables include $h_{ijkt\omega}$ and $h_{jikt\omega}$ (the inventory of commodity held at supply storage $i$ or demand storage $j$ in the time period $t$ and scenario $\omega$), $x_{ijkt\omega}$ (i.e., the shipment of commodity $k$ from supply location $i$ to demand location $j$ in the time period $t$ and scenario $\omega$), and $y_{jkt\omega}$ (i.e., the sales of commodity $k$ at the demand location $j$ in the time period $t$ and scenario $\omega$). Variables $\varphi_i(k, t-1, 1)$, $\varphi_j(k, t+l(i,j)-1, 1)$, and $\varphi_{ij}(k, t, l(i,j))$ show the decay process in different supply chain stages. A summary of notation is provided in Appendix A.

As reviewed in §2, a comprehensive set of formulations have been developed for modeling product depreciation. Among these well-established formulations, we adopt a fractional formulation to model perishability. However, the fraction we use is neither fixed nor time-dependent but is commodity-dependent, denoted by $\pi(k)$. In addition to the perishability fraction, our perishability function depends on the following elements: $k$ - the type of commodity; $t_0$ - the time that a commodity starts a particular stage in the ASC network (e.g., inventory holding/shipping); and $\Delta t$ - the duration that a commodity spends in the stage. We consider homogeneous perishability (e.g., $\pi(k, t) = \pi(k); \forall t$) given that cold storage is often used throughout an ASC. The perishability function ($\varphi(k, t_0, \Delta t)$) is defined in (1).

$$\varphi_n(k, t_0, \Delta t) = \varphi_{ij}(k, t_0, \Delta t) = \varphi(k, t_0, \Delta t) = \prod_{t=t_0}^{t_0+\Delta t} (1 - \pi(k)) = (1 - \pi(k))^{\Delta t}, \forall n,$$

$$\forall \text{pairs of supply/demand locations } (i,j).$$

(1)

The unperished fraction is determined only by the duration of inventory holding/shipping with a constant exponential commodity-dependent loss rate. However, we limit the maximal duration by an upper-bound (i.e., quality barrier) as depicted in Figure 2. As illustrated, all products that are over 6 months old will be considered as perished. This policy is set in line with the high quality standard of a premium brand.
In this problem, we define a product unit as a fruit tray. Therefore all quantity related parameters and variables are measured by fruit trays. All unit cost/price parameters and variables are measured per fruit tray. The model also has the following assumptions.

- All shipments \( (x_{i,j,k,t,\omega}) \) are made at the end of a time period.
- The sales price \( (p(j, k, t, \omega)) \), i.e., price of commodity \( k \) in market \( j \) at time \( t \) under scenario \( \omega \) is taken from the market and is treated as an input parameter.
- The decay process is considered on supply only during inventory holding and shipping stages – noted by \( \varphi_i(k, t - 1, 1) \) and \( \varphi_j(k, t + l(i, j) - 1, 1) \) for supply-side and demand-side inventory holding respectively and by \( \varphi_{ij}(k, t, l(i, j)) \) for shipping (here \( l(i, j) \) is transport lead-time between supply and demand locations).
- Products that are perished or more than six months old are discarded at the end of a time period.
- Disruptions occur one at a time at all supply regions.

### 3.2. Two-stage Stochastic Model Formulation

Our two-stage stochastic model includes first stage here-and-now decision variables and second stage wait-and-see decision variables that are described as follows.

**Here-and-Now Variables.** These variables are independent of scenarios or need to be determined before a scenario is realized (i.e., strategy variables and tactical supply, inventory, shipment, and sales decisions – combined in \( X_{\omega,t} \) before \( \tilde{t}(\omega) \)):

\[
\begin{align*}
    z_m &:= \text{Binary variable for selection of strategy } m. \\
    X_{\omega,t}, t < \tilde{t}(\omega) &:= \text{Set of tactical variables before scenario realization.}
\end{align*}
\]
Wait-and-See Variables. These variables are determined after a scenario is realized. These are tactical supply chain decisions ($X_{\omega t}$) in time-periods after $\tilde{t}(\omega)$:

$$X_{\omega t}, t \geq \tilde{t}(\omega) := \text{Set of tactical variables after realization of a scenario.}$$

The following equation defines the profit ($P_\omega(X_\omega)$) under scenario-dependent tactical decisions of $X_\omega \equiv \{X_{\omega t}, t \in T\}$ given each scenario $\omega \in \Omega$.

$$P_\omega(X_\omega) = \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{k \in K} \sum_{t \in T} p(j, k, t, \omega) y_{jkt\omega}$$

Sales Revenue

$$- \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{k \in K} \sum_{t \in T} c^h(j, k, t) h_{jkt\omega}$$

Holding Cost at Demand Nodes

$$- \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{k \in K} \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{m \in \theta \cup \{m_0\}} c^s(i, k, t, m) s_{ikt\omega m}$$

Supply Cost

$$- \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{k \in K} \sum_{t \in T} c^h(i, k, t) h_{ikt\omega}$$

Holding Cost at Supply Nodes

$$- \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{k \in K} \sum_{t \in T} c^x(i, j, k, t) x_{ijkt\omega}, \forall \omega \in \Omega.$$ 

Transportation Cost

There is a fixed cost ($f_m$) associated with implementing a risk management strategy ($z_m$). The total cost of implementing risk management strategies ($F(z_m)$) is defined by equation (3).

$$F(z_m) = \sum_{m \in \theta} f_m z_m.$$  (3)

There are technical challenges associated with selecting a mixed set of robust/resilient strategies. To overcome the challenges, we classify all robust/resilient strategies as being supply-based ($m \in \theta^s$) and probability-based ($m \in \theta^{pr}$). A given strategy must belong to at least one of these two sets. A risk acceptance strategy ($m_0$) is independent of the strategy sets defined.

Supply-based Risk Management Strategy Set $\theta^s$.

The supply-based strategies $m \in \theta^s$ affect both the supply cost $c^s(i, k, t, m)$ and the supply bounds $s(i, k, t, \omega, m)$ and $\pi(i, k, t, \omega, m)$. Where supply-bounds appear in the model constraints, they are multiplied by a term related to our strategy-selection decision variable (i.e., $z_m$ as described in con-
Because of the interaction of supply bounds, the model does not allow more than one supply-based strategy to be selected (although this may occur in practice). To overcome this technical issue, we define $MB.Sup = BU.Sup \cap Mu.Sup$ in the supply-based strategy set. By selecting $MB.Sup$, the model is still technically selecting one strategy and not two strategies (i.e., $BU.Sup$ and $Mu.Sup$).

**Probability-based Risk Management Strategy Set $\theta^{pr}$.**

The probability-based strategies $m \in \theta^{pr}$ reduce the disruption likelihood ($Pr(\omega)$) and conversely increase the probability of the base scenario ($Pr(\omega_0)$). Thus, for each $m \in \theta^{pr}$ there are probability adjustments $\Delta Pr(\omega, m)$ for all $\omega \in \Omega$ that affect the expected total profit. As similarly explained for supply-based strategies, to prevent the interaction of the probability adjustments, at most one probability-based strategy can be selected in a risk management plan.

$$\quad \sum_{m \in \theta^{pr}} \Delta Pr(\omega_0, m)z_m P_{\omega_0}(X_{\omega_0}) = \sum_{m \in \theta^{pr}} \Delta Pr(\omega, m)z_m P_{\omega}(X_{\omega})$$

(7)

For $m \in \theta^{pr}$, the effective adjustment to the expected profit is obtained by (7).

$$\quad \sum_{m \in \theta^{pr}} \Delta Pr(\omega_0, m)z_m P_{\omega_0}(X_{\omega_0}) = \sum_{m \in \theta^{pr}} \Delta Pr(\omega, m)z_m P_{\omega}(X_{\omega}).$$

(7)
Based on the definitions given above, we can now formulate the two-stage stochastic optimization model.

Maximize:

\[
\sum_{m \in \theta} -f(m)z_m + \sum_{m \in \theta^0} \Delta Pr(\omega_0, m)z_mP_{\omega_0}(X_{\omega_0}) - \sum_{\omega \in \Omega \setminus \{\omega_0\}} \sum_{m \in \theta^0} \Delta Pr(\omega, m)z_mP_\omega(X_\omega) + \sum_{\omega \in \Omega} Pr(\omega)P_\omega(X_\omega)
\]

Subject to:

\[
P_\omega(X_\omega) =
\sum_{j \in J} \sum_{k \in K} \sum_{t \in T} p(j, k, t, \omega)y_{jkt\omega} - \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{k \in K} \sum_{t \in T} c^h(j, k, t)h_{jkt\omega} - \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{k \in K} \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{m \in \theta \cup \{m_0\}} c^s(i, k, t, m)s_{ikt\omega m} \\
- \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{k \in K} \sum_{t \in T} c^h(i, k, t)h_{ikt\omega} - \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{k \in K} \sum_{t \in T} c^x(i, j, k, t)x_{ijkt\omega}, \forall \omega \in \Omega.
\]

\[
\sum_{m \in \theta^0 \cup \{m_0\}} s_{ikt\omega m} = h_{ikt\omega m} + \sum_{j \in J, t+1(i, j) \leq |T|} x_{ijkt\omega}, \forall i \in I, k \in K, \omega \in \Omega \ (t = 1).
\]

\[
\sum_{m \in \theta^0 \cup \{m_0\}} s_{ikt\omega m} + \varphi(k, t-1, 1)h_{ikt-1\omega} = h_{ikt\omega} + \sum_{j \in J, t+1(i, j) \leq |T|} x_{ijkt\omega}, \forall i \in I, k \in K, t \in T, t > 1, \omega \in \Omega.
\]

\[
\sum_{i \in I, l(i, j) = 0} \varphi(k, t - l(i, j), l(i, j))x_{ijkt-l(i, j)\omega} = y_{jkt\omega} + h_{jkt\omega}, \\
\forall j \in J, k \in K, t \in T, t - l(i, j) \in T, \omega \in \Omega.
\]

\[
\sum_{i \in I, t > l(i, j)} \varphi(k, t - l(i, j), l(i, j))x_{ijkt-l(i, j)\omega} + \varphi(k, t-1, 1)h_{jkt-1\omega} = y_{jkt\omega} + h_{jkt\omega}, \\
\forall j \in J, k \in K, t \in T, t > 1, \omega \in \Omega.
\]

\[
g(i, k, t, \omega, m_0)(1 - \sum_{m \in \theta^0} z_m) \leq s_{ikt\omega m_0} \leq g(i, k, t, \omega, m_0)(1 - \sum_{m \in \theta^0} z_m), \\
\forall i \in I, k \in K, t \in T, \omega \in \Omega.
\]
\( s(i, k, t, \omega, m)z_m \leq s_{ikt\omega} \leq \pi(i, k, t, \omega, m)z_m, \)

\( \forall i \in I, k \in K, t \in T, \omega \in \Omega, m \in \theta^s. \) \hfill (15)

\[
\sum_{m \in \theta^s} z_m \leq 1
\]

\( \sum_{k \in K(r)} y_{jkt\omega} \leq d(j, r, t), \forall j \in J, r \in R, t \in T, \omega \in \Omega. \) \hfill (17)

\[
\sum_{m \in \theta^{pr}} z_m \leq 1
\]

\[
\sum_{j \in J, t+l(i,j)} \leq |T| \leq x_{ijkt\omega} \leq x(i, k, t) \leq \forall i \in I, j \in J, k \in K, t \in T, \omega \in \Omega, \hfill (19)
\]

\( X_{\omega t<\tilde{t}(\omega)} = X_{\omega 0t}, \forall t < \tilde{t}(\omega) \in T, \omega \in \Omega. \) \hfill (20)

\( s_{ikt\omega} \geq 0, i \in I, k \in K, t \in T, \omega \in \Omega, m \in \theta^s \cup \{m_0\}, \)

\( y_{jkt\omega} \geq 0, j \in J, k \in K, t \in T, \omega \in \Omega, \)

\( x_{ijkt\omega} \geq 0, i \in I, j \in J, k \in K, t \in T, \omega \in \Omega, \)

\( h_{nk\omega} \geq 0, n \in N, k \in K, t \in T, \omega \in \Omega, \)

\( z_m \in \{0, 1\}, m \in \theta. \) \hfill (21)

The objective function in (8) maximizes the expected profit under a supply-side disruption. Constraint (9) is a linear expression of the scenario-dependent profit. Constraints (10) and (11) balance the flow of products in supply-side nodes by considering inventory holding, shipment, and supply in balance. The perishability function is incorporated to account for perishability loss. Similarly, constraints (12) and (13) balance the flow of products in demand-side nodes by considering inventory holding, shipment, and sales. Constraints in (14) set supply bounds under a risk acceptance strategy. Constraints in (15) set supply bounds under a supply-based risk management strategy. Constraint (16) ensures the selection of a maximum one strategy among all supply-based strategies. Constraint (17) is a market capacity constraint. Constraint (18) ensures the selection of maximum one strategy among all probability-related strategies. Constraints in (19) define transport capacities.
Constraint (20) is a non-anticipatory constraint that ensures decisions made in different yield disruption scenarios are consistent before a disruption occurs. Constraint (21) defines non-negative and binary variables.

3.3. Model Transformation and Solution Method

The model presented above is difficult to solve directly because it has quadratic terms $z_m P_\omega(X_\omega)$ and $z_m P_\omega(\omega)$ in the objective function (8). Although mixed-integer quadratic programming (MIQP) problems can be solved optimally, it is easier in general to solve a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem. Thus, we employ the Big-$M$ method to transform the model to from a MIQP problem to a MILP problem. We define new variables $K_{\omega_0 m}$ and $K_{\omega m}, \omega \in \Omega \setminus \omega_0$ as the changes in the expected profit when $m \in \theta^{pr}$ is applied under base-case and disruption scenarios respectively. We then rewrite the objective function as follows.

$$
\sum_{m \in \theta^{pr}} f_m z_m + \sum_{\omega \in \Omega} Pr(\omega) P_\omega(X_\omega) + \sum_{m \in \theta^{pr}} K_{\omega_0 m} - \sum_{m \in \theta^{pr}} \sum_{\omega \in \Omega \setminus \omega_0} K_{\omega m}.
$$

(22)

The following additional constraints (23) to (26) are required for the model transformation. In these constraints, $M$ is defined as a sufficiently large number.

$$
K_{\omega_0 m} - \Delta Pr(\omega, m) P_\omega(X_\omega) \leq M (1 - z_m), \forall \omega \in \Omega, m \in \theta^{pr}.
$$

(23)

$$
K_{\omega_0 m} - \Delta Pr(\omega, m) P_\omega(X_\omega) \geq - M (1 - z_m), \forall \omega \in \Omega, m \in \theta^{pr}.
$$

(24)

$$
K_{\omega m} \leq M z_m, \forall \omega \in \Omega, m \in \theta^{pr}.
$$

(25)

$$
K_{\omega m} \geq - M z_m, \forall \omega \in \Omega, m \in \theta^{pr}.
$$

(26)

The model’s computational complexity is largely determined by the number of integer variables. Due to the relatively small number of scenarios in our problem, we are able to use the branch-and-cut algorithm to solve the deterministic equivalent of the stochastic model. The branch-and-cut algorithm integrates the branch-and-bound and the cutting plane algorithms. It can efficiently solve the problem by recursively dividing the original problem into sub-problems, which correspond to nodes of an enumeration tree [49]. The solution method is implemented using the COIN-OR Branch and Cut (CBC) solver. The scenarios applied to our problem are designed based on interviews with Zespri employees and historical data on harvest time and yield. The scenario details are provided in the following case study section.
4. Numerical Case Study

In this section, we apply the model to study Zespri’s kiwifruit supply chain [47]. We first describe the simplified case in §4.1 and then present the results and managerial insights in §4.2.

4.1. Case Description

Zespri supplies over 120 million kiwifruit trays every year, about 30 percent of the global production volume [47]. Its primary supply base is New Zealand, especially the Bay of Plenty (BoP) region [21], [48]. In recent years, Zespri has started to source globally and risk mitigation has been one of the reasons behind the move [1]. To simplify the case, we aggregate all New Zealand supplies into two sources: Bay of Plenty and other NZ suppliers. We consider Italy a backup supply source under a resilient backup supply strategy. Cold storage is used throughout the supply chain to keep the fruit fresh.

Zespri sells kiwifruit in more than 53 countries. This case study considers its three largest markets: Europe, Japan, and the rest of Asia [48]. These markets are also the most profitable, with sales prices averaging $9.39, $16.57, and $14.05 per fruit tray respectively [36]. To protect its premium brand image, Zespri fixes sales prices in each market in a sales season regardless of supply sources. It does not use price promotions to clear fruits that have a deteriorated quality but instead disposes of them. Figure 3 provides a schematic diagram of the ASC network with supply (S) and demand (D) nodes shown.

![Simplified ASC network nodes](image)

Key:

Supply locations (red squares)
- S1 = Bay of Plenty, S2 = Other NZ suppliers, S3 = Italy,

Demand locations (blue circles)
- D1 = Europe, D2 = Japan, D3 = Other Asian markets

Figure 3: Simplified ASC network nodes

The planning horizon includes 12 monthly periods. In New Zealand, kiwifruit are usually harvested in March, April, May, and June. These months form our base harvest time scenario. Given
the base scenario $\omega_0$ and risk acceptance strategy $m_0$, supply upper-bounds are presented in Table 1. Note that all kiwifruit varieties are aggregated into a single product ($r = 1$) but the commodity is differentiated by supply sources and harvesting times. Hence, the case study is a multi-commodity problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply Location $i$</th>
<th>Commodity $k \equiv (i, r, t)$</th>
<th>RM Strategies $m$</th>
<th>MAR $t = 3$</th>
<th>APR $t = 4$</th>
<th>MAY $t = 5$</th>
<th>JUN $t = 6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (1, 1, 3)</td>
<td>$\forall m \in \theta \setminus {Mu.Sup.}$</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (1, 1, 4)</td>
<td>$\forall m \in \theta \setminus {Mu.Sup.}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (1, 1, 5)</td>
<td>$\forall m \in \theta \setminus {Mu.Sup.}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (1, 1, 6)</td>
<td>$\forall m \in \theta \setminus {Mu.Sup.}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (2, 1, 3)</td>
<td>$\forall m \in \theta$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (2, 1, 4)</td>
<td>$\forall m \in \theta$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (2, 1, 5)</td>
<td>$\forall m \in \theta$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (2, 1, 6)</td>
<td>$\forall m \in \theta$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Compiled by the authors from [35, 14].

For suppliers from New Zealand ($i = 1, 2$), Zespri has a legal obligation to take a minimum of 80% of supplies that meet its quality specifications [14]. However, it has no such an obligation for the backup supply (Italy). Thus, we have supply lower-bounds defined as follows.

$$s(i, k, t, \omega, m) = \begin{cases} 0.8 \bar{s}(i, k, t, \omega, m_0) & i = 1, 2, k \in K, t \in T, m \in \theta \setminus \{Mu.Sup.\} \\ 0 & i = 3 \end{cases}$$

Data for demand upper-bounds are estimated in Table 2. Note that the early periods have the highest demand capacities because of the different harvest times in the Northern Hemisphere (i.e., less competition) [14]. Table 3 presents estimated transport lead-times and costs per tray. Table 4 presents supply costs paid to growers and inventory holding cost parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demand Location $j$</th>
<th>Product $r$</th>
<th>JAN $t = 1$</th>
<th>FEB $t = 2$</th>
<th>MAR $t = 3$</th>
<th>APR $t = 4$</th>
<th>MAY $t = 5$</th>
<th>JUN $t = 6$</th>
<th>JUL $t = 7$</th>
<th>AUG $t = 8$</th>
<th>SEP $t = 9$</th>
<th>OCT $t = 10$</th>
<th>NOV $t = 11$</th>
<th>DEC $t = 12$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Supply to market transport lead-time $l_{ij}$ (months) and costs $c^x(i,j,k,t)$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply Location $i$</th>
<th>Demand Location $j$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 ($0.20$)</td>
<td>1($0.10$)</td>
<td>1($0.10$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2($0.20$)</td>
<td>1($0.10$)</td>
<td>1($0.10$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2($0.20$)</td>
<td>1($0.10$)</td>
<td>1($0.10$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Compiled by authors from [21, 46, 34, 14].

Table 4: Supply cost ($ per tray) and inventory holding cost parameters for all $k \in K, t \in T$ and the RA strategy $m_0$ (if applicable)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Location Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supply cost $c^s(i,k,t,m_0)$ $\forall i = 1,2,$</td>
<td>$1.20$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.00$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply-side inventory holding cost $c^h(i,k,t)$ $\forall i = 1,2,$</td>
<td>$0.12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0.10$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand-side inventory holding cost $c^h(j,k,t)$ $\forall j \in J,$</td>
<td>$1.00$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Compiled by authors from [21, 46, 34, 14].

We consider a harvest time disruption scenario in which the harvest at the BoP (S1) is delayed by one month but the yield is unaffected. The disruption probability is 40%. Conversely, the base scenario probability is 60%. This disruption scenario is important to Zespri because it suffers substantial sales loss whenever there is a delay of bringing new season kiwifruit into its major markets.

We assume a fixed cost of $8M (million) to apply a moderating disruption probability ($Mod.Pr.$) strategy to reduce the probability of a harvest time disruption by 20%. We denote the specific realization of $Mod.Pr.$ under harvest time disruption as $m = Mod.Pr.$

We consider a yield disruption at the BoP (S1) would reduce yield by 80%, either in March or April. These two scenarios are most concerning to Zespri because most kiwifruit are harvested in these two months and the BoP is its primary supply base. The probabilities of the base scenario and two yield disruption scenarios are 60% (base), 20%, and 20% respectively. Yield disruption in March is the worst-case scenario because it has greater impact on financial performance. Applying a moderating disruption probability ($Mod.Pr.$) would reduce the probability of a yield disruption in March and April by 4% (from 20% to 16%) and 16% (from 20% to 4%), respectively. However, the strategy implementation is assumed to incur a fixed cost of $1M. We denote the specific realization of $Mod.Pr.$ under yield disruption as $m = Mod.Pr.$

If we use the backup supply strategy (i.e., $m = BU.Sup.$), the fixed cost of reserving a backup supply of eight million trays from Italy in March is estimated to be $5M. Under the multiple supplier strategy (i.e., $m = Mu.Sup.$), we replace four million trays of the BoP supply by an Italian source. This strategy does not have a fixed cost but an additional variable cost of $0.55 per tray. For the combined strategy (i.e., $m = MB.Sup$) the costs are added.
4.2. Results, Findings, and Managerial Insights

The case problem is solved by coding the model in PuLP. The computational platform is a desktop computer that runs on Windows 7 with an Intel Core i7-4770 CPU running at 3.4 GHz and 8 GB of RAM. All experiment scenarios are solved within four CPU seconds. In §4.2.1 and §4.2.2, we present the results of harvest time and yield disruptions, respectively. In §4.2.3, we summarize the findings and managerial insights.

4.2.1. Harvest Time Disruption Experiments

*Improved Performance.* Table 5 shows the expected profits and the worst-case (harvest time disruption) profits under different risk management strategies. A risk acceptance strategy is used as a base line for comparison in the initial cost settings. In the optimal solution, all robust and resilient strategies are utilized to achieve the greatest improvement in the expected profit. The combination of all three strategies gives a 3.13% improvement. The best improvement over subsets of two strategies is 2.80%. If only a single strategy (i.e., either BU.Sup., Mu.Sup., or Mod.Pr.\(H\)) is available, the best performance is achieved by utilizing the Mod.Pr.\(H\); however, improvements from the other two strategies are close (1.49% versus 1.40% and 1.13%). In the worst-case scenario, the best improvement in profit is 5.98% when either all three strategies or both Mu.Sup. and BU.Sup. strategies are used. The effect of Mod.Pr.\(H\) is not observed in the worst-case scenario as it only affects the probability of the disruption scenario, not the profit when the scenario is realized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available Strategies</th>
<th>Exp. Profit ($M)</th>
<th>Improvement (%)</th>
<th>Worst-Case Profit ($M)</th>
<th>Improvement (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None (Risk Acceptance)</td>
<td>1116.453</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1042.63944</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mu.Sup., Mod.Pr.(H), BU.Sup.(^1)</td>
<td>1151.373</td>
<td>3.13%</td>
<td>1104.75565</td>
<td>5.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mu.Sup. &amp; Mod.Pr.(H)</td>
<td>1147.621</td>
<td>2.80%</td>
<td>1060.99679</td>
<td>1.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BU.Sup. &amp; Mu.Sup.(^1)</td>
<td>1144.469</td>
<td>2.52%</td>
<td>1104.75565</td>
<td>5.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BU.Sup. &amp; Mod.Pr.(H)</td>
<td>1136.810</td>
<td>1.83%</td>
<td>1086.39830</td>
<td>4.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod.Pr.(H)</td>
<td>1133.058</td>
<td>1.49%</td>
<td>1042.63944</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mu.Sup.</td>
<td>1131.965</td>
<td>1.40%</td>
<td>1060.99679</td>
<td>1.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BU.Sup.</td>
<td>1128.957</td>
<td>1.13%</td>
<td>1086.39830</td>
<td>4.22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While there is a certain degree of substitutability across the strategies (i.e., the improvement of the combined strategies is less than the sum of the individual improvements), the magnitude is relatively low. That is, significant benefit can be obtained by implementing the strategies together. Strategies BU.Sup. and Mu.Sup. show the lowest substitution loss, while BU.Sup. and Mod.Pr.\(H\) show the greatest substitution loss. Thus, there is no general conclusion to be made on the substitu-

\(^1\)Mu.Sup. and BU.Sup. are utilized together in the model as a combined strategy MB.Sup – see §3.2
Strategies for Risk Management: Impacts of Robust versus Resilient Strategies.

**Strategy Cost versus Strategy Selection for All Strategy Combinations.** Now, we conduct sensitivity analysis of the costs of strategies. We vary the fixed costs of Mod.Pr.$^H$ and BU.Sup. from $5M to $20M and the additional supply cost of Mu.Sup. from $0.55 to $0.75 per tray. Figure 4 shows the % profit improvements (illustrated by the size of the markers) under different cost settings. The smallest pointer (in black) indicates a 0.0% improvement while the largest pointer (in blue) at (5, 5, 0.55) has a 3.13% improvement.

![Figure 4: Profit improvements versus costs of strategies under harvest time disruption](image)

Figure 4 shows that profit improvement (%) changes smoothly in relation to the changes in the costs of risk management strategies. There appear to be “zones” in which a particular combination of strategies is preferred. However, there is no observable preference for selecting robust strategies over the resilient strategy.

**Impacts of Cost and Benefit of Each Strategy.** Figure 5 focuses on each of the robust/resilient strategies separately. It shows how the optimal risk management solution changes as the cost (x-axis) and the “benefit” of a strategy varies. In all three subfigures, the top left corner is the best (high benefit/low cost). The zone of 3.13% profit improvement corresponds to the initial optimal solution of selecting all three robust/resilient strategies.
An interesting observation from Figure 5(b) is that if Mod.Pr.\(^H\) can reduce the probability of disruption by 29% or more, then the BU.Sup. strategy is no longer selected (at its initial cost/benefit values) for any Mod.Pr.\(^H\) fixed cost in the range investigated ($1M-$12M) under harvest time disruption.

**Sensitivity Analysis of Perishability.** Figure 6 shows the impact of perishability. If a higher rate of perishability is present, risk management provides relatively more profit. This is intuitive as a higher perishability rate means greater vulnerability, and therefore more benefits with applying risk management strategies. However, Figure 6 also suggests the robust strategy of Mod.Pr.\(^H\) loses its effectiveness at high perishability rates. This is because the strategy reduces the probability of a disruption and increases the probability of the base scenario. The overall effect of Mod.Pr.\(^H\) is beneficial only when the increased profit in the base scenario outweighs the reduced profit in the disruption scenario. At high perishability rates, however, the profit changes in both scenarios reduce significantly and become close to each other. Consequently, the overall effect of the Mod.Pr.\(^H\) strategy becomes insignificant.
4.2.2. Yield Disruption Experiments

Improved Performance. Table 6 shows the results under yield disruption. Different from a harvest time disruption, under a yield disruption, implementing the two strategies of BU.Sup. and Mu.Sup. is almost as good as implementing all three available strategies (2.23% versus 2.25%). This means Mod.Pr.\textsuperscript{Y} strategy is ineffective despite its relatively low cost of $1M. Furthermore, under yield disruption, Mu.Sup. is twice more effective than BU.Sup. (1.50% versus 0.79% profit improvement) when only a single strategy is allowed. However, under harvest-time disruption, Mu.Sup. and BU.Sup. have a comparable performance (1.40% versus 1.13% profit improvement).

Table 6: Results of performance improvement under yield disruption

| Available Strategies Exp. Profit Improvement Worst-Case Profit Improvement |
|-------------------------|------------------|------------------|
|                         | ($)              | (%)              | ($)              | (%)              |
| None (Risk Acceptance)  | 1148.963         | -                | 1125.840         | -                |
| BU.Sup., Mod.Pr.\textsuperscript{Y}, & Mu.Sup.\textsuperscript{?} | 1174.862 | 2.25% | 1192.067 | 5.88% |
| Mu.Sup. & Mod.Pr.\textsuperscript{H} | 1171.945 | 2.00% | 1148.308 | 2.00% |
| BU.Sup. & Mu.Sup.\textsuperscript{?} | 1174.525 | 2.23% | 1192.067 | 5.88% |
| BU.Sup. & Mod.Pr.\textsuperscript{Y} | 1159.618 | 0.93% | 1169.598 | 3.89% |
| Mod.Pr.\textsuperscript{Y} | 1156.544 | 0.66% | 1125.839 | 0.00% |
| Mu.Sup. & Mu.Sup.\textsuperscript{?} | 1166.194 | 1.50% | 1166.194 | 3.58% |
| BU.Sup. | 1158.076 | 0.79% | 1169.598 | 3.89% |

As in Table 5, while there is a certain degree of substitutability across the strategies, the magnitude is still relatively low. Strategies BU.Sup. and Mu.Sup. again show the lowest substitution loss, while the substitution loss of BU.Sup. with Mod.Pr.\textsuperscript{H} is quite significant.

Impacts of Cost and Benefit of Each Strategy. Similar to Figure 5, Figure 7 shows the impact of the costs and benefits of each strategy under yield disruption. In the three subfigures, the zone of 2.25% profit improvement corresponds to the initial optimal solution of selecting all three robust/resilient strategies.

\textsuperscript{1}Mu.Sup. and BU.Sup. are utilized together in the SP model via the MB.Sup. combined strategy – see §3.2
Sensitivity Analysis of Perishability. Figure 8 shows the impact of perishability. Similar to a harvest time disruption scenario, the robust strategy of modified disruption probability loses its effectiveness at higher perishability rates under yield disruption. In addition, given a high perishability rate above 30%, the performance of utilizing risk management strategies improves as perishability increases. Similar to the harvest time disruption scenario, the effect of perishability is much higher above perishability rates of around 30% (and in this case is negligible under lower perishability rates).
4.2.3. Managerial Insights

The results and findings presented above offer several managerial insights for ASC risk management. First, a mixed combination of robust and resilient strategies are most effective for mitigating supply-side risks of harvest time and yield disruptions. Although robustness and resilience have a similar nature, robustness makes a supply chain less likely to fail, while resilience enables a supply chain to recover speedily in case of a failure, they are not substitutes. Supply chain planners need to consider both robust and resilient strategies in risk management planning.

Second, the effectiveness of a risk management strategy is dependent on the risk type. For example, a multiple supplier strategy obviously outperforms other strategies under yield disruption, but not so under harvest time disruption. A moderating disruption probability strategy is the best single strategy under harvest time disruption. However, it is not very effective under yield disruption. This suggests there is no such a thing as “one strategy fits all risks”. Therefore, businesses need to tailor risk management strategies to match their own vulnerabilities in the supply chain.

Last but not the least, product perishability has an effect on the benefits of implementing risk management strategies. Generally speaking, the higher the perishability rate, the more beneficial it is to manage disruptions due to the increased vulnerabilities. This implies greater loss for the supply chains of agricultural products that are highly perishable (e.g., fresh fruit and vegetables) if they simply ignore disruption risks. It is therefore essential for these supply chains to implement robust and resilient risk management strategies.

We expect these managerial insights to be applicable to typical ASCs as they are derived from the same general pattern as our model. These insights provide a strategic direction on devising effective risk management plans for ASCs. Having said that, as demonstrated in the sensitivity analysis, optimal risk management strategies may vary depending on cost and perishability parameters. Thus, an ASC needs to adapt our optimization model and customize parameter settings for generating a specific risk management plan that suits its unique business circumstances.

5. Conclusion

Supply chain risk management has become increasingly important in the past two decades. In comparison with typical manufactured products, agricultural products have special attributes such as long supply lead-times, seasonality, and perishability. In addition, their supply chains involve more sources of uncertainty. It is therefore more critical, but also more challenging, to manage risks in ASCs. The extant literature has studied ASC risk management to a very limited extent, especially in the areas of integrating perishability in risk management modeling and investigating the effectiveness of a mixed set of robust and resilient strategies. This study narrows this gap by developing a
two-stage stochastic programming model that integrates an exponential perishability function. The model is applied to a case study of Zespri’s kiwifruit supply chain to analyze the performance of several robust and resilient strategies under harvest time and yield disruption risks.

This research makes several original contributions. First, it is among the first studies of robust and resilient risk management strategies in an ASC. Given that a mixed combination of robust and resilient strategies are likely to be most effective, this research direction deserves further investigation. Second, it deals with two supply-side disruption risks to narrow a knowledge gap in the literature. Existing risk management studies mainly covered business-as-usual uncertainties and have paid limited attention to harsh rare disruptions. Third, it adopts a fractional formulation to integrate perishability and a quality barrier into the optimization model. It makes a methodological contribution to model perishability more realistically in ASC risk management while considering disruptions. Finally, the modeling results and findings offer important managerial insights: 1) a mixed combination of robust and resilient strategies are most effective for mitigating supply-side risks; 2) there is no such a thing as “one strategy fits all risks”; therefore, businesses need to match appropriate risk management strategies with their own supply chain vulnerabilities; and 3) the more perishable an agriculture product is, the more important it is to actively manage disruption risks.

This research has its limitations. It focuses on two specific supply-side disruption risks to ensure a sufficient depth in the investigation. Future work should consider other types of supply-side uncertainties as well as demand-side risks. In fact, demand-side uncertainty and particularly price uncertainty, although not very relevant to the current study as described in this paper, is significant under some other ASC environments that utilize price promotion and discounting strategies. However, including these would likely require a different modeling approach. In addition, this research considers a mixed set of three robust and resilient risk management strategies; it is worthwhile to extend the study to analyze other risk management strategies.
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Appendix A. Summary of Notation

Indices and Sets. The following indices and sets are used throughout the ASC model.

\[ t \in T \] is a time period \( t \) within the set of periods \( T \).

\[ r \in R \] is a product \( r \) within a set of products \( R \).

\[ i \in I \] is a supply location \( i \), i.e., a combination of growers, packing, and storage facilities, within the set of supply locations \( I \).

\[ j \in J \] is a demand location \( j \), i.e., a demand market, within the set of demand locations \( J \).

\[ n \in N \] is a location \( n \) within set of all locations \( N \equiv I \cup J \), note that \( I \cap J = \emptyset \).

\[ k \in K \] is a commodity \( k \) within the set of commodities \( K \).

\[ \omega \in \Omega \] is a scenario \( \omega \) within the set of scenarios \( \Omega \).

\( \theta^s \) is the set of RM strategies related to supply levels.

\( \theta^{pr} \) is the set of RM strategies related to disruption probabilities.

We also define some special indices and sets.

\[ \omega_0 \in \Omega \] is the “no disruption” or base scenario, all other \( \omega \in \Omega \setminus \{\omega_0\} \) are disruption scenarios.

\( m_0 \) is the “risk acceptance” strategy, i.e., no robust or resilient strategies utilised.

\[ m \in \theta \equiv \{m_0\} \cup \theta^s \cup \theta^{pr} \] is a strategy \( m \) within the set of all strategies \( \theta \).
Parameters (Scenario-Independent). These parameters do not depend on the scenario being realized.

\[ l(i, j) \] is the delivery lead-time between \( i \) and \( j \), \( i, j \in I, j \in J \).

\[ \varphi_i(k, t_0, \Delta t) \] is the unperished fraction function for commodity \( k \in K \) that enters supply-side storage \( i \in I \) in period \( t_0 \in T \), for \( \Delta t \) periods.

\[ \varphi_j(k, t_0, \Delta t) \] is the unperished fraction function for commodity \( k \in K \) that enters demand-side storage \( j \in J \) in period \( t_0 \in T \), for \( \Delta t \) periods.

\[ \varphi_{ij}(k, t_0, \Delta t) \] is the unperished fraction function for commodity \( k \in K \) that enters transportation storage \( ij \): \( i \in I, j \in J \) in period \( t_0 \in T \), for \( \Delta t \) periods.

\[ \pi(k, t) \] is the loss fraction percentage for each commodity \( k \in K \) in period \( t \).

\[ K(r) \subseteq K \] is the set of commodities of product \( r \in R \), note that the set \( \{K(r)|r \in R\} \) partitions \( K \), i.e., \( \cup_{r \in R} K(r) = K \) and \( K(r_1) \cap K(r_2) = \emptyset \) for any pair \( r_1, r_2 \in R \).

\[ \bar{d}(j, r, t) \] is the upper bound on the demand for product \( r \in R \) in demand location \( j \in J \), at time \( t \in T \).

\[ \bar{x}(i, k, t) \] is the upper-bound on the capacity of shipments from supply location \( i \in I \) of commodity \( k \in K \), starting at period \( t \in T \).

\[ c^s(i, k, t, m) \] is the supply (=purchase) cost per unit of commodity \( k \in K \) at supply location \( i \in I \) in period \( t \in T \) under strategy \( m \in \theta \).

\[ c^h(n, k, t) \] is the holding cost per unit of commodity \( k \in K \) when held at location \( n \in N \) for one period from period \( t \in T \).

\[ c^x(i, j, k, t) \] is the transportation cost between \( i \in I \) and \( j \in J \) per unit of commodity \( k \in K \) in period \( t \in T \).

\[ Pr(\omega) \] is the probability of scenario \( \omega \).

\[ M \] is a number big enough to enforce Big-M constraints in the formulation.

Parameters for (Robust and Resilient) Strategies. These parameters are utilized to present risk management strategies.

\[ f(m) \] is the fixed cost under risk management strategy \( m \in \theta \).

\[ \Delta Pr(\omega, m) \] is the change in the probability of scenario \( \omega \in \Omega \) under strategy \( m \in \theta^{pr} \), i.e., that affects scenario probabilities. Note we assume that \( \Delta Pr(\omega, m) \) is an increase for \( \omega_0 \) and a decrease for all other \( \omega \). Hence \( \Delta Pr(\omega_0, m) = \sum_{\omega \in \Omega \setminus \{\omega_0\}} \Delta Pr(\omega, m) \).
Parameters (Scenario Dependent). These parameters depend on the scenario being realized.

\( \bar{s}(i, k, t, \omega, m) \) is the upper-bound for the supply of \( k \in K \) at supply location \( i \in I \) at period \( t \in T \) under scenario \( \omega \in \Omega \) when utilizing strategy \( m \in \theta^s \cup \{m_0\} \), i.e., that affects supply levels.

\( s(i, k, t, \omega, m) \) is the lower-bound for supply of \( k \in K \) at supply location \( i \in I \) at period \( t \in T \) under scenario \( \omega \in \Omega \) when utilizing strategy \( m \in \theta^s \cup \{m_0\} \), i.e., that affects supply levels.

\( p(j, k, t, \omega) \) is the market price for commodity \( k \in K \) at demand location \( j \in J \) in period \( t \in T \), under scenario \( \omega \in \Omega \).

\( \bar{\iota}(\omega) \) is the time a disruption scenario \( \omega \in \Omega \) is known.

Tactical Variables. We define the tactical supply chain decisions (scenario-dependent) in the following.

\( s_{ikt\omega m} \) is the supply of commodity \( k \in K \) at supply location \( i \in I \) in period \( t \in T \) under scenario \( \omega \in \Omega \) and strategy \( m \in \theta^s \cup \{m_0\} \).

\( y_{jkt\omega} \) is the sales of commodity \( k \in K \) at demand location \( j \in J \) in period \( t \in T \) under scenario \( \omega \in \Omega \).

\( x_{ijkt\omega} \) is the shipment of commodity \( k \in K \) from supply location \( i \in I \) to demand location \( j \in J \) in period \( t \in T \) under scenario \( \omega \in \Omega \).

\( h_{ikt\omega} \) is the inventory of commodity \( k \in K \) held at supply location storage \( i \in I \) in period \( t \in T \) under scenario \( \omega \in \Omega \).

\( h_{jkt\omega} \) is the inventory of commodity \( k \in K \) held at demand location storage \( j \in J \) in period \( t \in T \) under scenario \( \omega \in \Omega \).

For ease-of-use throughout the paper, we define notation for all tactical supply chain decisions for a given scenario \( \omega \in \Omega \) in a given period \( t \in T \):

\[ X_{\omega t} \equiv \{s_{ikt\omega m}, i \in I, k \in K, m \in \theta^s \cup \{m_0\}, y_{jkt\omega}, j \in J, k \in K, x_{ijkt\omega}, i \in I, j \in J, k \in K, h_{ikt\omega}, i \in I, k \in K, h_{jkt\omega}, j \in J, k \in K\} \]
and for a given scenario $\omega \in \Omega$:

$$X_\omega \equiv \{ s_{ik\omega m}, i \in I, k \in K, t \in T, m \in \theta^s \cup \{m_0\},$$

$$y_{jkt\omega}, j \in J, k \in K, t \in T,$$

$$x_{ijkt\omega}, i \in I, j \in J, k \in K, t \in T,$$

$$h_{nk\omega}, i \in I, k \in K, t \in T,$$

$$h_{nk\omega}, j \in J, k \in K, t \in T \}$$

**Strategic Variables.** We define the strategic risk management decisions (scenario-independent) in the following.

$$z_m := \text{ Binary variable for selection of strategy } m.$$


